Solar neutrino experiments → E-dependent ν e suppression more suppression at higher E if neutrinos have different nonzero masses, possible that mass/propagation eigenstates = production/Weak eigenstates evolving quantum phases → interference → oscillations Probability of remaining ν e :
P (ν birth e →ν detect e ) = ν e (0)|ν e (t) ν e potential in matter: V e (r) = √ 2 G F n e (r) put ν e (0)|ν e (t) = c e (t), similar c x (t) Schrödinger equation + algebra: 
• ∆m 2 = |m 2 2 − m 2 1 | does not give either m 1 or m 2 but does set minimum mass for either: m ν,min = √ ∆m 2 = 8 × 10 −3 eV
Q: how to test this solution in the lab?
Laboratory test: KamLAND (Kamiokande Liquid Scintillator Anti-Neutrino Detector) sources: anti-neutrinos from Japanese nuke reactors • E ν = 2.6 − 8 MeV • avg distance R ∼ 180 km → if LMA, disappearance probability is
Kamland observes flux reduction: P dis = 0.66 E ν spectrum → ∆m 2 = 7.9 
